


GAMMA is poised to take over the 
court with our product lineup this year. 
Leveraging our history as a racquet 
sport innovator, we are leaning heavily 
into technology and consumer feedback 
to develop products that will help you 
compete at a higher level. A quick  
snapshot of our new offerings:

What’s New 

Sensa Poly Core Paddles

2.0 Paddles

Grips

Indoor Balls
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Sensa Poly Core 
Paddles
Adding to our Nomex Core Paddle line, 
Mirage and Twister join the GAMMA 
paddle family. Our Sensa Poly Core 
Paddles deliver where many paddles 
don’t- the paddle face and core are 
forgiving and help to make a player 
play better. These paddles also have 
great touch and feel, enhancing your 
control as you play- and they are 
strikingly good-looking! When it seems 
that the paddles can’t get any better, 
our Sensa Core Paddles are proudly 
Made in the USA, in Pittsburgh, PA.

Specifications: 
Weight: 8 oz
Grip Length: 4 1/4”
Grip Circumference: 4 1/8”
Grip: GAMMA Honeycomb Cushion
Core: Sensa Poly Core
Face: Textured Composite
USAPA Approved

Product Code: RGMPP10 - Orange/Green 
                  RGMPP11 - Blue/Yellow

MIRAGE
The GAMMA Mirage is a fantastic middleweight 
pickleball paddle.  The textured composite face 
amplifies the power in your game and our new 
Sensa Poly Core technology enhances touch on 
the ball. Signature GAMMA Honeycomb Cushion 
Grip creates the perfect link between you and 
your paddle, intertwining your energy with 
the paddle performance. This isn’t an illusion, 
the GAMMA Mirage will elevate your game, 
transporting you to the oasis of victory!
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TWISTER

Specifications: 
Weight: 7.4 oz
Grip Length: 4 1/4”
Grip Circumference: 4 1/8”
Grip: GAMMA Honeycomb Cushion
Core: Sensa Poly Core
Face: Textured Composite
USAPA Approved

Product Code: RGTPP10 - Red/Blue

The GAMMA Twister paddle is the lightest  
offering in the Poly Core paddle family. This  
7.4 oz paddle, featuring a textured paddle face 
fused to the poly core, will allow you to make  
quick work of your opponent. This is a great 
introductory paddle that will help to develop  
a feel for the sweet spot, and the signature 
GAMMA Honeycomb Cushion Grip will create  
a solid connection to your paddle. 
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Discover GAMMA’s  
Premium Performance Paddles
GAMMA Pickleball paddles are where years of innovative 
technology come together with your passion for 
pickleball. Our ingenuity and passion for performance 
make GAMMA Pickleball the leader in the fast growing 
sport of pickleball. GAMMA Premium Performance 
Paddles are made to maximize power, execute precision 
and master finesse with our aramid honeycomb core,  
textured hitting surface and flush fit bumpers.

Gamma Live Periphery™ frame  
Eliminates dead spots and increases durability at edges

Aramid Honeycomb core
Provides excellent power and control 

Gamma Flush fit bumper™
Increases hitting area by 30%

Textured Surface
Provides spin for greater control & more 
accurate placement  

gamma unibody handle™
Increases durability with a solid, stable feel

VOLTAGE 2.0
graphite

NEUTRON 2.0
graphite
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Grips
Already on 9 of 10 Pickleball 
paddles in the world, we 
are working to get on 10 
out of 10 with the addition 
of the Honeycomb Cushion 
Replacement grip and new line 
of Supreme Fashion Overgrip  
for Pickleball. We are also 
making available the Special 
Edition US Open Overgrip that 
adds a certain level of authority 
when applied to the paddle.

PB Supreme Overgrip 
Pickleball
High Tack absorbent surface consistent 
with  the Supreme Overgrip. White with 
whimsically neon colored Pickleballs.

APBSO

PB Supreme US Open  
Logo Overgrip
The GAMMA Pickleball PB Supreme 
Overgrip offers excellent tackiness and 
absorbency! Soft, yet durable enough to 
stand up to many hours of play.

APBUO

PB Honeycomb  
Cushion Grip
Perforated surface enhances grip and 
connection with the paddle. Matches the 
G-Dot on our new paddles, consistent 
with the 2.0 Honeycomb grip color.

APBHG

Official
grip of the
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Cushioned, contoured surface for 
greater feedback and comfort. Grip 
length 31”. Black.

APBCG

PB Contour Grip
Extra tacky, firm surface for maximum 
control and feedback. Grip length 31”. 
Black.

APHTG

PB Hi-Tech Grip

Tacky surface with a Zorbicon Gel fill 
for exceptional comfort. Grip length 
31”. Black.

APHGL

PB Hi-Tech Gel Grip
Thin, lightweight, perforated, high 
traction grip. Grip length 31”. Black.

PBLG

PB Lite Grip

Extra soft surface provides cushion 
and absorbs moisture. Grip length 31”. 
Black.

APSSG

PB Super Soft Grip

Tacky overgrip with soft foam Power 
Ridge for a more secure grip. Grip 
length 31”. 1 per pack. Black.

APSPO

PB Supreme Power 
OvergripTacky overgrip that absorbs moisture 

for a secure grip. Grip length 31”. 3 per 
pack. Black, White, Assorted Neon.

APBSO

PB Supreme Overgrip

PB Replacement Grips

PB Overgrips
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CGIP3 - 3-pack
CGIP6 - 6-pack
CGIP0 - 60-pack

Own the indoors. 
The GAMMA Photon Indoor ball–superior 
visibility and playability–proof that  
GAMMA never stops innovating.

•  USAPA approved for sanctioned tournament play

•  High-vis optic green for clear crisp visibility in
    any indoor environment

•  26 precision molded holes create consistent,
    stable and accurate ball flight so you can land
    the perfect shot

•  Ultra-balanced 2-piece construction provides
    a true consistent bounce on all types of indoor
    surfaces, delivering outstanding playability

Target Zones
We worked with two fantastic Pickleball 
Instructors with a legacy of teaching to 
create a drill guide book for training and 
development. Target Zones contains 50 
different exercises and drills to help take  
a player’s ability to the next level.

ATZ 

THE NEXT GENERATION
PHOTON INDOOR  
PICKLEBALL
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22’x36” net with powder-
coated tubular steel frame. 
Breaks down for portability 
and quick set-up. Includes 
carrying case. 

CPPN

Practice just about anywhere  
with Gamma’s convenient 10 foot 
practice netting. Simple set up 
with Gamma portable net frame. 
(Requires purchase of CPPN)

CPPNP

PB Portable Net

10 ft Pickleball  
Replacement Net 
(netting only)

The GAMMA Pickleball sling bag is a 
clean, compact and efficient way to 
carry your Pickleball gear.  The main 
section is perfect for two paddles, 
6 pickleballs and many other small 
essentials. The mesh outer pocket is 
perfect for your water or sports drink 
bottle. The easily accessible small inner 
sleeve located right below the head 
phone port pouch holds your phone  
or iPod for easy access.

SGPSB

Drills and practice leave pickleballs 
scattered about, and now GAMMA has 
the perfect answer. Our Ball Hopper 
Pickleball 50 leverages our strong Ball 
Hopper name and technology to make 
court clean-up a bit easier. Reinforced 
fiberglass rods ensure that the 
pickleballs will not suffer damage  
when using the basket.  Holds up  
to 50 balls. Blue color. 

BPBH5

PB Sling Bag Ball Hopper 
Pickleball  50This cleverly designed backpack sports 

two large compartments that hold up 
to 4 Pickleball paddles plus change of 
clothes, etc., and 2 side compartments 
for shoes, pickleballs, water or your 
favorite sports drink. 2 small accessory 
compartments catch the rest of your 
valuables to keep them close at hand.

SGPBP

PB Backpack

AccessoriesAccessories

Nets
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